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Abstract 

On the Swedish labor market, occupational segregation has decreased during 

subsequent decades of the 20th century. However, it remains one of the most gender 

segregated labor markets in Europe. The reproduction of occupational segregation is 

considered a result of the intersection between structural and individual factors. In 

studying youth’s social capital extensity and occupational choice as well as the pathway 

in between, the present study fills a research gap in demonstrating a gendered nature of 

social capital in a country praised for its gender equity. Using LPM regression analyses 

on panel data acquired from the 2009 and 2013 waves of the Swedish survey Social 

capital and labor market integration: A cohort study, the results show support for the 

existence of gender differences both in accessed social capital and its influence on 

occupational choice. Seemingly, close members of social networks facilitate men and 

women into different occupations. The importance of social capital extensity however, 

is only present when choosing a male-dominated occupation, which is interpreted as 

that the preferred informal job search method is more often used in the private sector 

were most male-dominated occupations are found. 
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Introduction 

Occupational gender segregation, or the tendency for men and women to do different jobs, 

has remained a typical characteristic of European labor markets. From the individual 

perspective, such channeling into specific labor market spheres is affected by longer-term 

developments over one’s life course (Hillmert 2015). The longevity of occupational gender 

segregation has been theorized as the result of a multitude of factors, such as supply, demand, 

discrimination, devaluation, and preference, to name a few examples (Biblarz et al. 1996; 

Busch-Heizmann 2015; Hausmann et al. 2015; Kanji & Hupka-Brunner 2015). In Sweden, 

both horizontal and vertical gender segregation has decreased during subsequent decades of 

the 20th century (Nermo 2000), yet the Swedish labor market remains one of the most 

horizontally gender segregated countries in Europe (European Communities 2009). How can 

a country praised for its equity and democracy (see GEI1, GII2, and GGGI3 measures) 

simultaneously elude an even distribution of men’s and women’s occupational location? One 

possible explanation may be how the intersection of social structure and individual choice 

channel men and women into different occupations. 

Many researchers argue that horizontal occupational gender segregation is likely to be the 

effect of discrimination, and further that discrimination is also the leading cause of the gender 

pay gap (e.g. Biblarz et. al. 1996; Gauchat et al. 2012). By rather employing men, a societal 

mechanism increasing and reproducing both gender differences in social capital and gender 

inequality on the labor market is at work (McDonald et al. 2006). If true, the 

underrepresentation of men and women in various occupations and the consequential loss of 

labor potential reproduce an inefficient and unfair labor market. Occupational gender 

segregation is accordingly a particular problem in countries (Sweden included) in which 

demographic transitions and decline in qualified labor reduce the potential labor force4. In 

addition to pure economic inefficiency, the particular interest in segregation arises from its 

role in the shaping of individuals’ (in this case particularly women’s) opportunities, earnings, 

                                                 

1 Sweden is ranked 1 in 2012 on 74.2 http://eige.europa.eu/gender-statistics/gender-equality-index/2012/SE. 
Viewed 2017-04-17. 
2 Sweden is ranked 4 in 2015 on 0.048 http://hdr.undp.org/en/composite/GII. Viewed 2017-04-17. 
3 Sweden is ranked 4 in 2016 on 0.815 http://reports.weforum.org/global-gender-gap-report-2016/rankings/. 
Viewed 2017-04-17.  
4 See “Equality Pays Off” on http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-165_sv.htm - Retrieved 2017-04-14. 

http://eige.europa.eu/gender-statistics/gender-equality-index/2012/SE
http://hdr.undp.org/en/composite/GII
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-165_sv.htm
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and experiences. The existing evidence suggest that both men and women benefit from 

perfect gender integration (Burchell et al. 2014). 

Leaving discrimination aside, another potentially important mechanism behind the 

reproduction of gender segregation is job search strategies. Hanson and Pratt (1991) argue 

that men and women employ different job search strategies which are influenced by 

household power relations and social norms. The notion of power relations and norms 

structuring personal job search strategies, entails that the location of women in the lower-

status female-dominated occupations is a result of the intersection between structural 

constraint and calculated choices. In studies emphasizing structural constraints, one key 

structure has to do with individuals’ location in social networks. Focusing on norms and trust, 

Putnam (1993) framed social capital as an attribute of collectives which produces civic 

engagement and serves as a broad measure of common health. Also, individuals can mobilize 

social capital through their social networks, and the access to such capital differs between 

social groups (Lin and Dumin 1986; Lin, 2000; Lin, Fu, & Hsung 2001). While Feldstein and 

Putnam (2003) find that the construct of social capital is time-consuming as reciprocity is 

critical, Wellman et al. (2001) find that internet communication supplements network capital 

by extending existing face-to-face and telephone contact. Social capital is viewed as an 

important factor related to overall labor market opportunities, such as the prospect of getting a 

job, as well as the wage and prestige of jobs (Behtoui 2007; Lin 1999; Sprengers et al. 1988). 

Hence, social capital could potentially be a key clue towards improving our understanding the 

persistence of horizontal occupational gender segregation. 

The key contribution of the present study is to investigate if and how gender differences in 

access to social capital among Swedish youth can be one mechanism behind the persistence of 

gender occupational segregation. In the present analysis, social capital resembles social 

network contacts through which one receives either information of or access to employment 

opportunities, both likely to be of significance in the transition from student to employee. The 

study of gender, social capital effects, and labor market outcomes is not unique, yet to the 

authors knowledge there is no study accounting for the interaction between Swedish youths’ 

gender and social capital (embedded in social networks) and subsequent influence on 

occupational choice. The aim of the present study is to (1) examine gender differences in the 

structuring of social capital and to (2) analyze how these differences in social capital 

“channel” men and women into “gendered” occupations. By using the Swedish panel data 
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Social Capital and Labor Market Integration: A Cohort Study two empirical questions are 

answered; “Does access to social capital vary by gender?” and “Is this variation associated 

with probabilities of entering gender-typical occupations?” Theoretically, the study seeks to 

reveal a structural mechanism affecting young adults’ life chances; can the study of social 

capital improve our understanding of how horizontal gender segregation is reproduced among 

the youth on the Swedish labor market? 

The present study is divided into four main sections: (1) Theory and previous research, (2) 

Research design, (3) Results, and (4) Discussion. The literature review accounts for the 

complexity of the social capital concept and appraises existing Swedish as well international 

empirical research of social capital, gender, and labor market. The Research design section 

presents chosen methodology with study aim, analytical strategy, and hypotheses as well as 

chosen data containing variable operationalization and a descriptive pre-analysis estimating 

gender differences in means of accessed social capital. In the Results section, the findings in 

the main analysis estimating the potential social capital effect on occupational choice are 

presented. The results and suggested implications as well as potential shortcomings are 

considered in the last section Discussion. 

 

Theory and previous research 

Social capital theory 

In social science, many concepts are complex with disagreed upon underlying assumptions. 

The intellectual history of the concept Social capital is not an exception. The concept has 

deep and diverse roots which can be traced back to the 1830s (Adam & Rončević 2003). The 

concept’s role has been implied in multiple arenas, such as politics, housing, schooling, and 

labor. In sociology, social capital is both used to describe how salient structural positions in 

social relationships provide societal unity and collective trust on macro-level, and to describe 

individual social network resources on micro-level, to name a few examples. In this study, 

social capital is primarily used in line with an individualistic approach; the potential resources 

embedded in our structured relationships to social contacts (e.g. friends, family, or colleges) 

which can be mobilized in purposive action (Lin 1999, 2000, 2001). 

Much research emphasize how non-monetary forms of capital are important sources of power 

and influence (Portes 1998) and most researchers probably agree that the significance of the 
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theory lies in its intended demonstration that structure and action interact in a meaningful way 

(Lin, et al. 2001, p. 61). Most often, social capital is seen as contributing to social welfare, but 

Portes (1998) has identified the negative consequences of collective social capital. In a setting 

depicted by rich social capital, exclusion of outsiders, excess claims on group members, 

restriction of individual freedom, and downward leveling norms are unavoidable concerns. 

Most scholars, then, focus on the positive effects of social capital. Granovetter (1973) and 

Feld (1981) demonstrated how tie characteristics of social networks influence work related 

outcomes, such as job attainment and interaction organization. According to Coleman (1988), 

social capital further depicts a variety of entities facilitating certain actions of actors which 

consists to some aspect of social structure. Social capital is therefore an important factor in 

the creation of other forms of capital, such as human capital. Hence, social capital contributes 

to overall well-being in benefits obtained through access to for example employment and 

status positions. 

Regarding inequality, Bourdieu (2010 [1984]) pioneered in arguing that social capital serves 

as a reproducer of inequality as people gain access to powerful positions through employment 

of their social connections. The wealthy and powerful use their social capital to maintain 

advantages for themselves and their personal network. Bourdieu (2011 [1986]) also defined 

social capital in broad terms as the aggregate of actual and potential resources linked to 

possession of a durable network of institutionalized relationships. Subsuming Bourdieu’s 

definition, Lin’s (2001) notion of social capital regards a narrower application by which 

investment in social relations generates expected returns in the marketplace. Arguing that 

social capital is valuable, it is demonstrated how social contacts may provide the ego with 

valuable information, influence important decisions, act as referees or credentials, while also 

providing social support that helps to maintain good health and uphold motivation. In such, 

social capital serves as a resource embedded within social networks which can be used to 

bring about positive outcomes for the ego. 

As the above exposition of different social capital usage demonstrates, social capital is a 

broad concept encompassing diverse complex explanations. However, across the different 

notions of the theory is the view that social capital may constrain or enable individuals’ and 

groups’ life chances. The present study follows Lin (2001) in defining social capital as 

resources embedded in a social structure which can be mobilized in purposive action. Job 

seekers are not enabled by having social contacts per se, but by the resources of these 
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contacts. Accordingly, social capital serves as important help by which the ego can attain 

certain positions within the Swedish labor market, hence potentially contributing to 

(re)producing overall inequality. Social groups with extensive social capital, or resourceful 

networks, can withhold their social position and inform as well as employ others alike 

themselves. Contrary, social groups with little social capital are unable to attain such 

positions, ceteris paribus. In the private sector and especially in smaller corporations where 

many occupational positions are reached through friends and/or acquaintances through 

informal recruitment (Forslund & Norström Skans 2007), differences in social capital will be 

a powerful mechanism. In the public sector, where positions must be openly posted, 

recruitment is executed in a more formal fashion through lengthy processes, here, the social 

capital mechanism may serve as a source of information through which high-status contacts 

can mediate possible ways for the ego to reach a certain position. Marsden and Gorman 

(2001) conclude that white-collar or non-manual jobs more often filled through formal 

methods, such as newspaper ads, but to find candidates in the manual sector, firms tend to 

recruit through informal channels such as social networks. One implication of social capital in 

relation to occupational choice is that an individual who is deciding which occupation to 

pursue is likely to have a choice structured by the social networks he or she belongs to, which 

in turn is likely to be structured by socio-demographic factors antecedent social networks. 

Hence, structure and choice are intertwined in determining individuals’ life courses even 

under the assumption of actors being able to rationally promote self-interest (Udehn 2002).  

 

Research review 

Social capital and labor market 

Previous research show how social networks are important for labor market related outcomes 

(e.g. Bian 1997; Bian et al. 2015; Granovetter 1973; Lin & Dumin 1986; McDonald et al. 

2006; Verhaeghe et al. 2015). However, which network characteristics are important in what 

context is disagreed upon. Whereas Granovetter (1973) argues that individuals who use weak 

ties are more likely to attain employment, Bian (1997) suggests that individuals who use 

strong ties are more likely to attain employment. Verhaeghe et al. (2015) found that different 

network tie characteristics generate different labor market outcomes. In line with Granovetter 

(1973), they argue that weak ties are relevant at the point in time when individuals are to 

initiate their careers. However, in line with Bian (1997), they further argue that strong ties are 
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used when individuals wish to advance their position within their current employment. 

Further, they found that knowing more working-class people leads to a higher likelihood of 

entering the labor market whereas knowing people from the upper service class decreases the 

likelihood, and strong network ties are particularly important for such decisions. Bian, Huang, 

and Zhang (2015) also showed that strong ties are more useful for influence and favoritism 

while weak ties yield better information, and both these forms are related to job matching. Lin 

(2001) argued that strength of ties does not matter as it is the position in the social structure 

that actually shapes tie characteristics. Lin and Erickson (2008) did however note that 

different ties may yield different outcomes in the sense that ties to high position contacts are 

not inherently better than ties to low position contacts. For example, to enter the manual 

sector of the labor market it may be more advantageous to have working class contacts 

(Andersson 2017). Of interest to the present study, both the tie characteristic (close alters) and 

the resources incorporated in one’s social network (extensity to female- or male-dominated 

professions) are deemed influential on job attainment, and the type of the job attained. 

Flap (1999) and Burt (2000) both declare that social capital arises from the size of the 

network, the structure of the network, the investments in network members, and the resources 

of these network members. Accordingly, prospective job seekers are more inclined to venture 

on informal job search (e.g. asking friends and relatives), the higher their social capital 

(Andersson 2017). Campbell et al. (1986) found that social network properties are positively 

correlated with class position, with individuals of high classes attaining greater social 

resources through their networks. The social networks of higher classes are wider and less 

dense compared to social networks of lower classes (see also Verhaeghe et al. 2015). Of 

interest to the present study, they also find that when young adults initiate their careers, their 

parents’ socioeconomic position is positively correlated with the chance of attaining 

employment. In the case of youth and employment, Hällsten, Edling, and Rydgren (2017) 

argue that young individuals have limited access to information about jobs due to their limited 

occupational contact networks. For young individuals, it seems likely that occupational 

contact networks are largely structured by parent’s social positions. Along these lines, 

Hällsten et al. (2017) found that unemployment among friends increased the risk of 

unemployment for Swedish and Yugoslavian origin youths, and that having many 

occupational contacts reduces the risk of unemployment regardless of national origin. Flap 

and Boxman (2001) found that the returns of social capital vary with the kind of job attained 

through informal channels. Despite cross-country variation, most studies show how informal 
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job search is the most used method in successful job attainment (Marsden & Gorman 2001). 

On the Swedish labor market, information about available jobs is often received through ties 

to family and friends (Swedish Public Employment Service 2018), while up to 90 percent of 

information which translates into job attainment is gained through social networks (Jansson 

1999). Further, social ties are also used by employers who do not always have positions to fill 

but will create such positions if the opportunity of recruiting a new productive potential arises. 

Montgomery (1991) found that employers use productive workers to recruit new workers as 

they only refer to productive new potentials. 

The critical time point of initiating ones’ occupational career does not occur in a social 

vacuum as the assistance of social network contacts advantages people during their job search 

(Verhaeghe et al. 2015). Social networks can therefore be considered an important social 

capital in successful job attainment. It is reasonable to believe that youth’s social capital is 

made up primarily with ties to friends and family, rather than ties to colleagues, by whom 

they can mobilize resources to attain employment. In the present study, social capital 

therefore depicts the potential resources (e.g. information of and direct facility to 

employment) which can be obtained through network ties, using the Position generator 

measure, and its influence on occupational choice. This casts a wide net over a range of 

relationships, as the measure is content-free and location-neutral (Lin et al. 2001, p. 63). A 

network tie exists if the individual reports a contact of a certain position on first-name basis, 

which is then matched with the individuals’ current occupation according to its status as a 

female- or male-dominated professions. Flap and Völker (2001) also noted that the utility of 

social capital is goal specific. Hence, it is important to disentangle what objects require which 

structure and content of social networks, in relation to the scientific purpose by which the 

present analysis employs separate variables for extensity to different social capital. 

 

Social capital and gender 

Several researchers find that men and women exhibit different levels of homo-sociality in 

their social networks characteristics. McPherson et al. (2001) find that men’s and women’s 

worlds are segregated, as men tend to form wider, heterogeneous networks while women tend 

to form smaller, homogeneous networks. In contrast, Ibarra (1992) find that women tend to 

link to men for instrumental surplus, advice, and information while linking to women for 

friendship, yet to both men and women for communication and support. Men on the other 
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hand, tend to form gender-specific homo-sociality regardless of the expected returns. Lin 

(2000) and Moore (1990) find that men tend to have more work-related contacts, and as they 

are rare in women’s networks, men’s networks are more valuable in job searching. Women’s 

networks have stronger ties and more ties to kin, which further lessens the resourceful value 

on the labor market. Likewise, Katungi et al. (2008) demonstrated how male-headed 

households are more likely to receive information than are female-headed households which 

could be the result of female heads belonging to relatively more homogenous associations.  

Smith (2000) find that not only do men use more weak and male influential ties than do 

women, they are also more likely to mobilize ties deemed to affect positive employment 

outcomes. Along similar lines, Van Emmerik (2006) argue that men use emotional intensity 

of ties to create cooperative social capital and use team-related resources to create both 

cooperative and supportive social capital, suggesting that gender differences in career 

outcomes may partly be explained by differences in effectiveness of creating social capital.  

Of interest for the present study, women’s employment rate on the Swedish labor market is 

approximately 80 percent (ILOSTAT 2017), which could relax the discrepancy between a 

male and female sphere proposed by some previous research. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to 

believe that youths’ social background structures access to social capital embedded in social 

networks. Gender is likely to interact with social capital in consequent labor market outcomes. 

The research presented above show that gender and social capital is associated in a variety of 

ways; in terms of access to and utilizing of social capital, as well as of the creation and 

maintenance of social capital.  

Social capital, gender, and occupation 

Pervious research has found gender differences in social capital and labor market returns. 

Moore (1990) argues that gender differences in social positions in the labor market generates 

structural differences in opportunity and constraint in the formation of social network links. 

Renzulli and Aldrich (2005) suggest that the greater the proportion of women in social 

networks on the labor market, the fewer the distributors of work related resources within the 

same network. Also, the existence of high status individuals is associated with more resources 

in a social network. Lin (2000, p.787) argues that high status positions are occupied by men 

who use their resources to fill vacancies by introducing members of their own social 

networks. Campbell (1988) suggests that childbirth is one of the main factors structuring 

women’s access to labor market related contacts, while Munch et al. (1997) stresses that the 
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number of women’s work-related contacts diminish during the first year of the presence of a 

child, to never recover in quantity. Men’s work-related contacts on the other hand, are also 

affected by childbirth but never to the same extent, while the quantity of contacts recovers as 

the child grows. 

 

As demonstrated above, the literature of gender differences in social capital and gender 

differences in occupation is exhaustive when reviewed separately, however the literature 

combining the research interests is rather incomplete. Most interest is directed to either gender 

differences in social capital and job search on wage or status attainment (e.g. Carroll 2013), or 

to occupational allocation following job-search methods other than through social networks 

(e.g. Anastasia 2012). Granovetter’s (1995) study on the entrance to the paid labor force 

provides an interesting notion that men’s and women’s ways of finding work are likely to 

differ. In criticizing neoclassic models used to predict employment, the job search process is 

argued to be an integral part of daily social life. Rather than embarking on purposeful 

collection of various job opportunities, employment information is embedded in a myriad of 

social interactions which structure the information sources used by individuals searching for 

work. Following this notion, Hanson and Pratt (1991) studied gender patterns in job search 

methods, channels of information, and occupation. In arguing that occupational gender 

segregation is a result of differences in job search strategies, men and women are argued to 

employ different strategies influenced by existing household power relations and social 

norms. As women prioritize geographical proximity in job search, and as most employments 

are attainted through informal contacts, women’s networks have less geographical reach, 

compared to men’s. Also, McDonald et al. (2006) denote the significance of rich social capital 

in mobilizing resources of greater surplus compared to that of low social capital, by which 

individuals (especially men) with rich social capital can relax their effort in employment 

search. Also, older individuals are more well-established in the labor market and have more 

network ties, and, consequently, more information is available to them. Therefore, individuals 

of rich social capital are likely to be more informed, knowledgeable, and empowered by their 

social networks, compared to individuals of poor social capital. Of interest to the present 

study, this entails gender and age interaction effects in the relationship between social capital 

and employment. Hence, social capital is likely to be an important factor related to overall 

labor market opportunities for men and women. In the Swedish context, gender segregation in 

occupation has decreased during the latest decades (Nermo 2000) yet the labor market 
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remains one of the most segregated ones in Europe (European Communities 2009). The 

relationship between social capital, gender, and occupation is interesting in this context, as 

Swedish women’s initial occupational liberation during the 1940’s entailed job security and 

legal rights, but also obligations to participate in paid labor on the same condition as men 

(Löfström 2004). With Swedish women’s participation rate being 80 percent (ILOSTAT 

2017) and up to 90 percent of vacant job positions being filled through social network 

contacts (Jansson 1999), a gender perspective is considered an inevitable necessity in the 

investigation of men’s and women’s social networks and overall employment opportunities. 

In summary, previous research have found that social background factors affects the 

structuring of social capital (e.g. Andersson et al. 2018; Burt 2000; Van der Bracht & Van de 

Putte 2015; Verhaeghe et al. 2015), that access to social capital, which is mobilized through 

social networks, is related to labor market opportunities, such as getting a job, as well as the 

prestige and wage of that job (e.g. Behtoui 2007; Granovetter 1995; Lin 1999; Sprengers et al. 

1988), and the enabling of social group’s attainment of certain positions reproducing overall 

inequality (Lin et al. 1981), and finally that gender and job search strategies interact in 

occupational choice (Hanson & Pratt 1991). However, little attention has been paid to the 

investigation of gender differences in resourceful networks and how these potentially 

reproduce horizontal gender segregation, particularly on the Swedish labor market and 

especially in youth initiating their occupational career. As noted, Moore (1990), Hanson and 

Pratt (1991), Lin (2000; 2001), Erickson (2004), and Verhaeghe et al. (2015) are a few 

examples on researchers who have increased our understanding of gender differences in social 

capital and subsequent labor market inequality. However, their work is either restricted to the 

Belgian, North American, or East Asian labor markets, focusing on either ethnic differences 

in social capital, or on outcomes other than that of occupational segregation as well as the 

transition from one job to another. The study that closest resembles the present study’s 

rationale is Andersson et al. (2018) which focuses on class-typical social capital using the 

position generator and several outcomes for youths on the Swedish labor market. However, 

their concept of social capital does not incorporate a gender perspective on social capital, nor 

do they estimate its potential impact on horizontal gender segregation in occupation, contrary 

to the present study. 
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Research design 

In this section the proposed research design is described. Study rationale, key concepts, thesis 

aim, and hypotheses are presented in Methodology, while data source, variable 

operationalization, and descriptive analysis are presented in Data. After, the thesis then moves 

on to presenting main findings of regression analyses in the Result section.  

Methodology 

The present study contributes to the understanding of social capital and gender as it relates to 

occupational gender segregation in the early careers of Swedish youth. To explore how 

gender differences in social network properties translate into employment attainment in 

gender-typical professions, the empirical questions “Does access to social capital vary by 

gender?” and “Is this variation associated with probabilities of entering gender segregated 

occupations?” are asked. The first research question is descriptive, by which the analysis 

investigates if and how different types of social capital vary by gender. To ensure the internal 

validity of the main analysis, a pre-analysis exploring descriptive statistics and t-tests is 

employed to verify that the present data in fact preludes a gendered nature of the social 

capital measured. In other words, the descriptive analysis provides a background check to 

compare means in men’s and women’s social network resourcefulness in verifying the need 

for more sophisticated measurements. The second research question is to study the possible 

implications of gender differences in a potential ‘social capital effect’. In other words, Linear 

Probability Model (LPM)5 regression analyses are used to study if working in a female-

dominated occupation (as well as working in a male-dominated occupation) in 2013 is 

correlated with social capital in 2009 and whether the correlation is affected by gender. If 

unbiased, the proposed model specification verifies the direction of this relationship, while 

also providing a broad and immerse outline of the possible effect of social capital, ensuring a 

strong claim of external validity. The underlying logic is that social capital depends on three 

                                                 

5 The LPM link function is inherently sensitive to numerous sources of influence, namely in potential 
probability predictions external to the interval 0-1, the effect assumed to always be constant, and the 
error term violating the linear regression assumption of homoscedasticity. Logit regressions were 
considered to provide a more simplistic and less biased estimate of the binary dependent variable. 
However, as the logit link function yielded omission of variables due to high collinearity between 
interaction variables and their originals in the present analysis, log likelihood measures could not yield 
interpretable results. Hence, LPM regressions employing a binary outcome was chosen for reasons of 
simplicity, using robust standard errors to avoid over estimating significances due to uncorrelated 
disturbances. 
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factors: the presence of alters, the resources of these alters, and how available these resources 

are to the individual (Van der Gaag et al. 2008). Hence, having a larger propensity of 

resourceful linkage to female-typical (or male-typical) positions should increase the 

likelihood for Swedish youths to enter female-typical (or male-typical) occupations. A central 

advantage of studying youths is that their social capital is not yet structured by their labor 

market experience, hence minimizing the possible endogeneity which has been a prominent 

limitation of previous research on adults’ social capital (Hällsten et al. 2017).  

 

The present study does not aim to explain why occupational gender segregation exist, but to 

analyze the influence of social structure on occupational choices. The effect of extensity to 

resourceful contacts is undoubtedly dependent of what constitutes as resourceful. In the 

present analysis, women’s and men’s social networks are expected to resemble links to 

different gender-typical professions, which channel them into gender-typical occupations. 

Social capital is likely to be one of several factors contributing to horizontal gender 

segregation of labor in Sweden, and gender segregation is one area in which social inequality 

potentially serves as both a cause and an effect. The understanding of social capital 

differences between men and women may enhance the understanding of how gender-specific 

accessibility in such capital affects work-related life chances. Hence, the present analysis 

assumes a particular strand of Social capital operationalization in which the gendered nature 

of resourceful networks and their returns are studied using data on both micro-action level and 

meso-structure level. The proposed conceptual framework consists of two ingredients; 

structural accessibility and a mobilization element (Lin et al. 2001, p. 58). At meso-structural 

level, social capital captures differential access to collective resources and at micro-action 

level, social capital captures how these accessed resources are differently used in conjunction 

to specific actions which facilitate attainment of certain jobs. As this narrow application of 

social capital does not include institutional rights or privileges, it is possible to study 

resourcefulness of social network as a result of certain positions or group memberships and its 

influences on individuals’ life chances. Hence, Lin and Dumin’s (1986) operationalization of 

social capital is more empirically suitable for the present study than that proposed by 

Bourdieu (2010 [1984], 2011 [1986]), or functionalist approaches to macro theories (cf. 
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Coleman 1988; Putnam 1993). The position generator6 is a suitable approach to obtain 

structural context, as it is possible to measure both the socio-economic and gendered 

components of a social network. As data from more than one timepoint is employed, a linkage 

of young adults’ initial social capital (structured by family and/or friends) before they enter 

the labor market and their occupational whereabouts after they attain their first employment in 

adulthood, is possible. 

 

Much is known regarding how social context and structural properties influence people’s life 

chances, yet less is known regarding how differences in young men’s and women’s 

occupational choice is a function of tacit yet salient ties to friends, family, and acquaintances. 

As far as the author is aware, the gendered aspect of social capital in relation to the position 

generator has never been studied in the present context. Before moving on to hypotheses and 

later a data description, the key concepts included in the present analysis are here presented. 

The dependent variable is based on the concept Occupational segregation and captures 

respondents’ self-reported main activity, whether it is working in gender-typical occupations, 

studying, or being on leave. The concept is operationalized with two binary dependent 

variables, working in a female-dominated occupation (Y1) and working in a male-dominated 

occupation (Y2) in separate regressions. The main independent variables are based on the 

concept Social capital, or the resources embedded in ones’ social network. The concept will 

be operationalized through a tool providing strong claims of validity and reliability, namely 

Lin and Dumin’s (1986) so-called Position generator7, with variables measuring extensity to 

female-dominated (X1), male-dominated (X2), and gender integrated professions (X3) as well 

as total extensity (X4). Also, being helped to current job by a man/woman (X5, X6) are 

                                                 

6 When interpreting results obtained using the Position generator, one needs to recall the aspects of social 
capital captured by the position generator. Although the method entails a cost-effective measurement of 
social capital, a prominent disadvantage is that all used information is based on respondents accounting of 
relationships which assumes that individuals are fully aware of the network structure in which they are 
embedded (Van der Gaag et al. 2008). Andersson (2017) argued that this yields a likely attenuation bias 
of an imperfect measure of social networks as recalling contacts depends on cognitive processes. Hence, 
the position generator captures awareness of rather than access to social capital. Another prominent 
limitation of the measurement is potential measurement errors in lacking detailed information about 
alters. Tie reciprocation is entirely unknown and to what extent alters are willing to help, hence there is a 
prominent risk of underestimation of social capital inequality. On the other hand, the measurement 
captures the total volume of resources better than other generators (e.g. name generator, resource 
generator, or contact diaries) as it is role- and location neutral, which has been proven to associate with 
labor market outcomes (Lin & Erickson 2008). 

7 Lin and Dumin’s Position generator includes Total extensity, Range of accessibility (Working class), and 
Upper reachability (Service class) with no account for gender-typical professions. Clearly, it is theoretically 
implausible that extensity to class-specific positions is correlated with horizontal segregation as status 
varies within all occupations, hence, it is beyond the scope of the present analysis. Instead, only extensity 
to total, female- and male-dominated and integrated professions are eligible for the present analysis. T-
tests show no considerable gender differences in means of WC- and SC-extensity. 
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included. The control variables are based on the concepts Human capital and Social 

background (in table 4a and 4b referred to as “other controls”) which capture individuals’ 

family class (C1) and immigration background (C2) as well as educational orientation in 

upper service school (C4) and work experience (C5). An extensive description of the variable 

operationalization will be provided in the descriptive analysis. 

 

Research questions and hypotheses 

The present analysis answers the questions; does social capital vary by gender? and if so, is 

the gender differences in gendered social capital associated with probabilities of entering 

gender-typical occupations? As mentioned, the first research question will be answered using 

t-tests in the descriptive pre-analysis. The second research question will be answered using 

Linear Probability Model regressions with robust standard errors8 in the results section by 

investigating the relationship between social capital in 2009 and working in a female- or 

male-dominated occupation (=1) in 2013. The following hypotheses are tested: 

 

1. Social capital extensity and Occupation 

H1.  The larger the extensity to female-dominated professions, the higher the 

probability of working in a female-dominated occupation. 

H2.  The larger the extensity to male-dominated professions, the lower the 

probability of working in a female-dominated occupation. 

H3.  The larger the extensity to male-dominated professions, the higher the 

probability of working in a male-dominated occupation. 

H4.  The larger the extensity to female-dominated professions, the lower the 

probability of working in a male-dominated occupation. 

H5.  The probability is affected by gender, in such that a larger extensity to female-

dominated (/male-dominated) professions has a larger effect for women (/men). 

In methodological terms, an expectation of an interaction-effects between 

gender and social capital extensity in determining occupation. 

 

2. The pathway between Social capital and Occupation 

                                                 

8 Initial models not using robust standard errors exhibited heteroscedasticity rather than having variance 
of the error non-depending on the value of X, according to several Breusch-Pagan tests. Computing a 
robust variance estimator is an attempt to yield reliable standard errors to not over estimate significance 
levels created by inconstant variance.  
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H6.  Being helped by a woman to current job is associated with probabilities of 

working in a female-dominated occupation. 

H7.  Being helped by a man to current job is associated with probabilities of working 

in a male-dominated occupation. 

H8.  The probability is affected by gender, in such that having been helped to a 

female-dominated (/male-dominated) job by a woman (/man) is has larger effect 

for women (/men). In methodological terms, an expectation of interaction-

effects between gender and the pathway between social capital and occupation. 

 

The formulation clarifies the link between social capital and working in a female-dominated 

or male-dominated occupation. Both men and women are more likely to work in a female-

dominated occupation (=1) if they have access to a higher share of female-typical occupations 

and if they were helped by a woman, while the opposite tendency is expected the higher the 

accessed share of male-dominated and if they were helped by a man. 

Data 

The present study is based on panel data acquired from the two existing waves, 2009 and 

2013, of the Swedish survey Social capital and labor market integration: A cohort study 

headed by Jens Rydgren as a part of the LIFEINCON project9. The data has been used in 

recent research on youths’ social capital and labor market returns (e.g. Andersson 2017; 

Andersson et al. 2018; Hällsten et al. 2015; Hällsten et al. 2017) and meets both rationale 

criteria of micro-action and meso-structure level as well as minimum two time points of 

measurement. The sampling frame consisted of individuals born in 1990 and living in 

Sweden who were found in the Swedish total population registers in July 2009. A gross 

survey sample (consisting of 5836 individuals) was selected for telephone interviews. 10 These 

interviews were conducted by Statistics Sweden during the periods October 2009 to January 

2010 (first wave) and January to March 2013 (second wave), implying that most respondents 

were of age 19 in the first wave and 22 during the second wave.11 The gross survey sample 

                                                 

9 The project is funded by the European Research Council (ERC) for the years 2011-2016, with a focus on 
contextual factors explaining differences in young adults’ life chances in a longitudinal perspective. For 
more information about the project, the people behind it, and publications – see the Sociology 
Department website http://sociology.su.se/english/research/research-projects/lifeincon.  
10 As response rates in Sweden have dropped in the recent years (mainly due to cash-card cell phones 
making it hard to contact people) the effective sample is slightly biased (Hällsten et al. 2017). With for 
example urbanity, having parents with low grades and no upper secondary educational attainment being 
associated with lower response, this depicts a prominent shortcoming in the present analysis. 
11 Having 19-year olds depict the chronological baseline for social capital measures and linking responses 
to their occupations at age 22 is inherently problematic. Having work experience at age 19 prior to the 

http://sociology.su.se/english/research/research-projects/lifeincon
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was selected based on three subsamples: all individuals who have at least one Iranian-born 

parent; a random sample of 50 percent of all individuals who have at least one parent born in 

the former geographical region that at the time was called Yugoslavia (henceforth referred to 

as Yugoslavian-born); and a simple random sample of 2500 individual who have two 

Swedish-born parents. Children of Iranian- and Yugoslavian-born individuals were 

oversampled to analyze social capital and labor market integration among two of the largest 

immigrant groups in Sweden. Both groups have been present in Sweden for decades, yielding 

high quality data. To ensure reliable results, the survey is matched with an extract of 

administrative registers which captures education of both respondents and their parents. The 

present analysis is based on a panel sample with 1292 eligible individuals participating in 

both waves, meaning that 22 percent of the gross sample participated in this panel sample.12 

Descriptive analysis 

The descriptive analysis presented below shows statistics for relevant dependent (wave 2), 

independent (wave 1), and control variables (wave 1) of the total sample, as well as for men 

and women separately. The result of the descriptive analysis of the main independent variable 

Social capital is used to determine if men’s and women’s social networks retain different 

resourcefulness.  

Dependent variable: Occupational segregation 

Horizontal gender segregation is indicated by the respondents’ location on the labor market. 

In the telephone interviews, respondents were asked to freely categorize their work by naming 

an occupation. In the present study, the thesis author then categorized each named occupation 

as female-dominated occupation, male-dominated occupation, gender-integrated occupation, 

                                                 

current job at age 22-23 could interfere with the effect of social capital (consisting of family and friends, 
and not colleagues) on working in a gender-typical occupation. Having colleagues included in social capital 
generates a reversed causality issue since we do not know that occupation is non-dependent of earlier 
work experience. It is not uncommon, which will be demonstrated in table 2b, to already have work 
experience before the argued entering time point at age 22. Work experience is included as a control in 
the main regression analyses to account for this source of bias. Further, concerns have risen regarding 
the logic of main activity in 2013 being dependent on social capital in 2009. Wave-specific regressions 
yielded similar results as found in the main analysis (table 4a and 4b), suggesting that social capital, as 
well as proposed indicators of human capital are important in in the early stage of youth’s careers. 
12 The trade-off between choosing a larger but less precise sample and a more reliable sample with valid 
specifications, has been a prominent issue in the present study. A sub-sample of 1292 observations is 
smaller than optimal in numbers which hindered more complex models. As an example, the dependent 
variable incorporates several inherently heterogeneous activities as reference which could potentially 
disturb correlation. A heterogeneous reference variable is a potential threat to reliable estimations of 
associations as effects of different directions may yield a perceived null-correlation. Also, a family class 
background uses a reference category of self-employed, since too many observations would be lost if 
working class were used as reference and self-employed or others were excluded. 
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or not working and studying. The categorization of occupations is based on SCB’s SSYK12 

according to the current gender distribution across occupations on the Swedish labor market13. 

Gender-domination is defined as occupations equal to or more than 60 percent of positions 

being held by women/men. Gender-integrated is defined as less than 60 percent of 

women/men in occupation. The variable also includes respondents who are not enrolled in the 

labor market at the time of interview, i.e. either studying, in the military, or currently 

unemployed or on leave14. Data suggest that on the Swedish labor market, female-dominated 

occupations generally include caretaking, teaching, and supporting activities, while male-

dominated occupations generally include guarding, building, and operating machinery. 

Gender-integrated occupations include advertisers, athletes, and doctors among others.  

 

Table 1: Descriptive analysis of dependent variable Occupation, frequencies across genders 

for wave 2. (Percentages per column in parenthesis.) 
      Wave 2 

          Men Women Total 

Gender-integrated occupation 
30 33 63 

(4.3) (5.5) (4.9) 

Female-dominated occupation 
91 243 334 

(13.2) (40.5) (25.9) 

Male-dominated occupation 
260 67 327 

(37.6) (11.2) (25.3) 

Studies only 
223 197 420 

(32.2) (32.8) (32.5) 

Not working 
88 60 148 

(12.7) (10.0) (11.5) 

n =         692 600 1292 

 
 

                                                 

13 The dependent variable does not account for vertical gender segregation, i.e. the tendency for men and 
women to do different jobs within an occupation. This is a potential limitation of the present analysis if 
occupations (e.g. teacher and doctor) is mistakenly coded as equal due to the unknown distribution of men and 
women in a hierarchically order, or if female-dominated occupations have a majority of the fewer occurring men 
included on higher positions, and vice versa. However, it is reasonable to believe that respondents are too 
young to hold higher positions on the labor market.  
14 A multinomial logit regression without controls (not shown) suggest that compared to Not working 
(base outcome), extensity to female- and male-dominated professions (thoroughly described in the next 
section) are positively associated (p<.050) with all other main activities. Hence, it is reasonable to believe 
that a larger social capital yields a tendency to enroll in studies or work. The only non-significantly 
association is extensity to female-dominated professions and working in a male-dominated occupation. 
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In Table 1 (above), the distribution of young men and women in gendered occupations and 

other main activity is presented. Slightly more individuals are enrolled in paid labor than in 

education and unemployment combined (56.1 percent). The result suggests that it is equally 

common in total for the sampled individuals to work in a female-dominated or a male-

dominated occupation (25 percent), yet that gender-integrated occupations are rather 

uncommon (5 percent). When analyzing men and women separately, the results show that 

young Swedish men and women are working in gender-typical occupation early on in their 

careers.15 The variable measuring occupational gender segregation is collapsed into two 

separate dummy variables in the main regression analyses, the first measuring Working in a 

female-dominated occupation (=1) and the second measuring Working in a male-dominated 

occupation (=1), with all other categories combined and used as reference respectively (=0). 

The logic of estimating the potential influence of social capital on both female-dominated and 

male-dominated occupations, is to detect possible variation inherent to the type of occupation 

measured. In the next section, gender differences in social capital are explored. 

Main independent variables: The gendered nature of social capital 

To study the potential effect of social capital, defined as resources imbedded in one’s social 

network, on men’s and women’s structured choice of occupation we need to measure social 

capital. In the telephone interviews, respondents were asked whether they know someone in 

40 different occupations spanning the socio-economic structure, 39 occupations and 1 

university student (Lin & Dumin 1986; Van der Gaag et al. 2008). The underlying idea is that 

contact with people in these occupations gives access to resources (Lin et al. 2001). In the 

present study, the thesis author then categorized the Position generator professions as  

the traditional indicator of social capital; (1) Total range of accessibility (to different 

hierarchical positions in society),  as well as according to the introduced gender perspective; 

(2) extensity of female-dominated positions, (3) extensity of male-dominated positions, and (4) 

extensity of non-dominated positions. The classification of the 40 included occupations of the 

Position generator are presented in Table 2a (below) with respect to their status as gender-

dominated, according to Statistics Sweden (2015).16  

  

                                                 

15 The tendency of working in gendered occupations is present as early as in 2009 (Table A, Appendix).  
16 Female- and male-dominated occupations are defined according to Statistics Sweden (2015). See definitions:  
http://www.scb.se/hitta-statistik/statistik-efter-amne/arbetsmarknad/sysselsattning-forvarvsarbete-och-
arbetstider/yrkesregistret-med-yrkesstatistik/pong/tabell-och-diagram/20-vanligaste-yrkena-for-man/ and 
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__AM__AM0208__AM0208B/YREG61/table/tableVie
wLayout1/?rxid=8bdf2fde-4fa9-4d8f-b779-5f4da273c58e. Viewed 2017-04-18. 

http://www.scb.se/hitta-statistik/statistik-efter-amne/arbetsmarknad/sysselsattning-forvarvsarbete-och-arbetstider/yrkesregistret-med-yrkesstatistik/pong/tabell-och-diagram/20-vanligaste-yrkena-for-man/
http://www.scb.se/hitta-statistik/statistik-efter-amne/arbetsmarknad/sysselsattning-forvarvsarbete-och-arbetstider/yrkesregistret-med-yrkesstatistik/pong/tabell-och-diagram/20-vanligaste-yrkena-for-man/
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__AM__AM0208__AM0208B/YREG61/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8bdf2fde-4fa9-4d8f-b779-5f4da273c58e
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__AM__AM0208__AM0208B/YREG61/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8bdf2fde-4fa9-4d8f-b779-5f4da273c58e
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Table 2a: Classification of Position generator professions according to their status as Working class, 

Service class, Female-dominated, Male-dominated, and/or Gender-integrated.  

  Total Class-typical Gender-typical Wave 1 

Professions 
  

WC SC 
Female-

dominated 

Male-

dominated 

Gender-

integrated 
% 

  

Personal Assistant  X X  X   54% 

Cleaner  X X  X   39% 

Server/Waiter X X  X   64% 

Childcare assistant X X  X   34% 

Caretaker/janitor X X   X  25% 

Construction worker  X X   X  58% 

Security guard  X X   X  33% 

Factory worker  X X   X  47% 

Warehouseman  X X   X  47% 

Taxi driver  X X   X  32% 

Cook X X    X 52% 

Telemarketer X X   X  55% 

Hairdresser X X  X   62% 

Mail carrier  X X   X  29% 

Truck driver X X   X  45% 

Cashier  X X  X   65% 

Receptionist X X  X   25% 

Assistant nurse  X X  X   57% 

Mechanic X X   X  51% 

Nurse  X  X X   43% 

Musician  X     X 26% 

Police officer X  X  X  33% 

Bank clerk X  X X   24% 

Self-employed  X    X  62% 

Real estate agent X  X   X 14% 

Recreation leader  X  X X   33% 

Computer program.  X  X  X  32% 

Computer technician X  X  X  45% 

University student X   X   86% 

Professional actor X  X   X 9% 

Teacher X  X X   53% 

Reporter X  X   X 19% 

Financial manager X  X X   16% 

Headmaster X  X X   17% 

Accountant  X  X X   14% 

Researcher  X  X X   17% 

Dentist  X  X X   28% 

Engineer  X  X  X  38% 

Lawyer  X  X   X 21% 

Doctor X  X   X 39% 

Total 40 19 18 18 15 7  
A distinction between Upper and Lower Service class was previously made, however they were merged for 
simplicity reasons. Prestige is measured using the Standard International Occupational Prestige Scale (SIOPS), 
while Gender domination is measured using SSYK12. Self-employed w. staff, Pro musician, and Uni student 
cannot be measured as class as they are inherently undistinguishable in terms of prestige values. 
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By separating the different types of contacts, it is possible to avoid the problem with positions 

only being beneficial in a certain context, hence being negative or having no effect depending 

on the outcome in question (Hällsten et al. 2015; Verhaeghe & Li 2015). The table also 

includes the percentage of respondents having access to every occupation. For pedagogical 

reasons, the professions’ social prestige position is also reported to show a broader indication 

of the gendered nature of social capital in the labor market context, as women’s professions 

are more often found in the service-class category, while men’s occupations are more often 

found in the working-class category (SOU 2004:43). As can be seen, most of male-dominated 

professions included in the present analysis are working-class, while female-dominated 

professions are slightly more commonly found in service-class. There are more female-

dominated professions (18), while gender-integrated occupations are the least common (7). 

This pattern is not surprising given how the Swedish labor market is marked by gender 

segregation in occupation. Most respondents know (can access resources through) a 

University student (86 percent), a Cashier (65 percent), and a Server (64 percent).  

 

In table 2b (below), descriptive statistics for gendered social capital are presented for men and 

women with p-values for significant t-tests of mean differences.17 The variable for total 

extensity is measured as the total number of contacts that respondents have access to. The 

variable ranges from 0-40 where a value of 20 indicate that the respondent knows someone in 

20 of the 40 proposed occupations in the position generator. The same holds for the other 

three social capital variables defined as; access to Female-dominated (range 0-17), male-

dominated (range 0-15), and gender-integrated (range 0-7). Defining this type of gendered 

social capital is thought to capture the youths’ capital base apart from labor market-specific 

social capital, to gain insight in how much family- and friend-ties matter in the process of 

entering the labor market. Further, a second aspect of gendered social capital is included in 

the present analysis, namely the gender composition of respondents’ closest network circle 

and how helpful they are to facilitate employment. The respondents were asked to name their 

five closest alters, regardless of their relation characteristic (i.e. family, friend, or 

acquaintance), and subsequently if any of them had helped them to attain their current job. 

The present study hence attempts to also estimate the actual pathway between network 

                                                 

17 Main independent variables measured in Wave 2 are less interesting in the present analysis (See Table 
B, Appendix). Average total extensity increases slightly over time, suggesting that individuals’ social 
capital expands as life goes. Female-dominated extensity increases slightly, for both men and women, 
while male-dominated extensity only increases for men. 
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contacts to individuals’ current occupation. The analysis includes a dummy variable 

indicating the gender of the alter who helped them to get their current job.  

 

Table 2b: Descriptive analysis of social capital for wave 1, across genders. 

      Men Women T-test 

Social capital extensity Mean Min Max Std Mean Min Max Std   

Total Extensity 14.96 1 40 6.39 15.83 2 38 6.31 ** 

Female-dom. Extensity 6.29 0 16 3.07 7.59 0 16 3.04 *** 

Male-dom. Extensity 7.04 0 16 3.15 6.38 0 16 3.03 *** 

Gender-int. Extensity 1.65 0 6 1.36 1.87 0 7 1.52 ** 

      … by woman … by man … by woman … by man ***, *** 

Helped to current joba 4 46 33 3   

n = 692 600  
Social capital extensity is measured using The Position Generator, while having been helped to current job 
resembles dummy variables for being helped by a man/woman respectively (not helped=ref).   
a Having been helped to current job is also referred to as the pathway between social capital and occupation. 

For logical reasons, the variable is measured in 2013 (wave 2), which does not solve reciprocal causality issue 
of endogeneity.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Gender-based social capital18 shows that men have slightly more contacts in male-dominated 

occupations (.001) and women have slightly more contacts in female-dominated occupations 

(.001) and gender-integrated occupations (.030).19 As can also be seen in table 2b, few 

individuals were helped to their current job by someone in their closest network.20 Only 7 

percent of the men and 6 percent of the women were helped by a close alter. When helped to 

current job, men are however more often helped by other men (.000), while women are more 

often helped by other women (.000). Regarding the pathway between social capital and 

specific occupations t-test results (not shown) show that men, regardless of current job, have 

on average been helped by a man to attain female-dominated (.000), male-dominated (.000), 

and gender-integrated occupation (.000). The same tendency is shown for women who were 

more often helped by other women to their current job (.000, .000, .000). A curious pattern is 

                                                 

18 The present analysis initially included a third aspect of gendered social capital, namely gender 
differences in means regarding the number of men in closest network circle. A descriptive analysis and t-
test (not shown) suggested that men have on average four men in their closest circle, while women on 
average have one man in their closest circle (.000). The relationship between the numbers of male close 
alters and occupational choice did show significant results for both men and women when included in the 
main regression analysis. However, the variable generated great loss in statistical power as the number of 
observations estimated dropped severely. Hence, the variable was excluded from the analysis. 
19 The t-tests reveal an unequal population variance. Results from two-sample t-tests only varied 
marginally from the equal variance t-tests, hence not shown. 
20 Perhaps the weak ties are stronger in generating positive job search outcomes, as they are more extrovert 
than are weak ties in collecting new information (cf. Granovetter 1979). It is important to clarify that the 
reference category (not having been helped) includes respondents who have not answered the question, i.e. 
missing values (other than obvious missing values such as “answer refused” or “don’t know”) have been 
replaced by the value 0 as it could be argued that they have not been helped by any of their closest five alters 
to their current job and are hence eligible for the reference category. 
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evident in that the single event of women being helped by a man is when attaining female-

dominated occupations (.000), while men have only been helped by a woman to attain male-

dominated occupations (.000), as suggested by mean=0 for all other categories. This suggests 

that this type of social capital is not occupation-specific but that the tendency to ask for or be 

offered help by someone is gender-specific. The result of several t-tests suggested that, on 

average, men and women have different compositions of social capital. Social capital varies 

across gender in all six of the proposed indicators, hence it is reasonable to test whether the 

gendered nature of social capital correlates with sorting into different occupations using 

regression analyses. In the next section, control variables are presented. 

Control variables: Social background and Human capital 

In measuring the correlation between social capital and occupation, controlling for social 

background and economic factors is inevitable. When it comes to gender differences, social 

background is less clear cut than economic factors, as young men and women are not likely to 

differ with regards to social backgrounds in a random sample. However, there is always a 

possibility that backgrounds affect men and women differently. Hence, the present analysis 

includes background variables, measured in 2009 (wave 1). Previous research have found that 

ethnic minorities encounter difficulties in using informal channels to attain employment 

(Holzer 1987), and that the resourcefulness of immigrants’ social capital is conditioned by if 

transnational contacts are included in the analysis (Andersson et al. 2018).  In the present 

study, Immigrant background is measured using respondents’ own birth country as well as 

their parents’ birth country with dummy variables using Swedish-born respondents with 

Swedish-born parents as reference. Further, father’s and mother’s socioeconomic status is 

included,21 as having socioeconomically advantaged parents is associated with higher levels 

of social capital (Andersson et al. 2018). The concept is measured as parental occupational 

class and education, and then operationalized using respondents’ answers regarding their 

parents’ main occupation. Mothers’ and fathers’ class position is coded according to the SES 

                                                 

21 The most optimal model in predicting children’s occupation would be using an average measure of 
parents’ SES which circumvents collinearity and reduces consumption of degrees of freedom. However, 
this small data does not hold for further loss of observations due to exclusion of non-rankable self-
employed and farmers. The alternative Domination principle is, as suggested by Thaning and Hällsten 
(2018), a poor predictor of children’s occupation and mothers’ SES should be included in their own right. 
This leaves the option of controlling for both fathers’ and mothers’ socioeconomic status which is used in 
the present analysis. 
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scheme (SCB 1982) and constructed as a dummy variable for Working class and Service 

class, with Other (Self-employed, Farmers, and Uncodables) used as reference.22  

 

Another important rival explanation to social capital effects is the human capital theory. 

Upper secondary school (USC) program is likely the first individually made choice where 

gender stereotypes can be shown with regard to education. By controlling for the respondents’ 

USC program, we should be able to verify the extent to which social capital affects 

occupational choice net of the effect of educational choice. To measure USC education, 

national program registers on graduated students are applied. The variable is coded based on 

information retrieved from Skolverket’s (2016; 2017) and Universitets- och Högskolerådet’s 

(2017) data (see electronic sources) on admission and graduation statistics on gender 

distribution per national program, and then constructed as a dummy variable for Girl-

dominated program and Boy-dominated program, with Gender-mixed programs used as 

reference.23 Also, having attended tertiary education could potentially mediate the relationship 

between social capital and occupation. Post USC education is coded as a dummy for having 

attended “Komvux/Folkhögskola” and/or University (=1, no as reference). A control for 

having worked before the argued “entering time point” around age 22 is included in the model 

(=1, no as reference). Table 3 (below) shows the descriptive analysis of control variables from 

wave 1, for men and women separately.24 As expected, men have more often attended “boy 

programs”, while women have attended “girl programs”. Also, a clear majority of women 

have attended tertiary education while men’s activity is more evenly distributed. While some 

individuals have prior work experience to 2013 (especially women), most were unemployed 

in 2009. In the next section, the results from the main regression analyses are presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

22 Parental occupation as a measure of social class background is complicated since children may be unaware of 
parents’ occupational mobility. It is possible that the measurement is particularly problematic in the case of 
immigrant parents as they are more likely experience downward social mobility when immigrating (Gans 2009). 
The present analysis has not corrected for this problem. 
23 Data suggest that Girl-programs are the social sciences, caretaking, and esthetics, while Boy-programs 
are IT, industry, electricity, and building, and Gender-mixed are IB, IV, and media, among others. 
24 Controls for Social background do not vary across gender as is expected for a random sample, hence not 
shown in this section. If interested in parents’ SES and immigration background, see Table C in Appendix.  
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Table 3: Descriptive analysis of control variables for Human capital. Frequencies across 

gender for wave 1. (Percentages per column in parenthesis). 

          Wave 1 

Human capital      Men Women Total 

Education        

 Upper secondary school program     

  Mixed a    304 267 571 

      (43) (44) (43) 

  Boy-dominated  214 17 231 

      (31) (3) (18) 

  Girl-dominated  174 316 490 

      (26) (53) (39) 

 Tertiary education b       

  No    203 93 296 

      (31) (17) (23) 

  Yes    489 507 996 

      (69) (83) (77) 

         

Work experience c        

  Unemployed  477 328 805 

      (69) (55) (62) 

  Employed  215 272 487 

          (31) (45) (38) 

n =     692 600 1292 
a "Mixed" contains uncodables.  
b Tertiary education resembles any education attained in Komvux, Community college, University, and others, 
and is measured in 2013 (wave 2).  
c Work experience regards having a job during Upper secondary school in 2009 (wave 1), i.e. work experience 
previous to current job in 2013 (wave 2). 

Results 

In the previous sections, the first research question “Does social capital vary by gender” was 

answered using a simple descriptive pre-analysis. The results suggest that men and women 

have different constellations of their social networks. This provides a fruitful suggestion that 

further analysis of the influence of gendered social capital on occupational choice is 

reasonable. In this section, the research question “Is the gender difference in accessed gender-

based social capital associated with probabilities of working in a female-dominated (or male-

dominated) occupation?” is answered. The results of regression analyses are presented below 

with separate analyses for working in a female-dominated occupation (Table 4a) and working 
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in a male-dominated occupation (Table 4b). The Total extensity (Model 1) is run separately 

from other social capital extensity indicators (Model 2).25 

 

The association between gendered social capital 

and occupation 

In table 4a, (below) results are shown for LPM models of working in a female-dominated 

occupation regressed on social capital.26 In model 1A, the association between Total extensity 

and occupation is estimated, with controls for gender and interaction effects. We see that one 

additional contact to any profession is associated with 0.5 percent increase in probabilities of 

working in a female-dominated occupation (.050). Women are roughly 30 percent more likely 

to work in a female-dominated occupation, compared to men (.000). As for model 2A, we see 

that one additional contact to a female-dominated profession is associated with 1.2 percent 

increase in probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation (.000), while male-

dominated extensity is uncorrelated with female-dominated occupation, with similar results 

for gender (.000). No interaction was found between social capital extensity and gender. 

 

In model 1B a pathway between social capital and occupation is introduced by taking into 

account information about whether one was helped to find the current job by a woman or a 

man (not helped as reference). Also included in this model are interaction effects with gender. 

We see that Total extensity and Gender remain significant. We also see that men who were 

helped by a woman are 11.5 percent less likely to work in a female-dominated occupation, 

compared to men who were not helped (.000). Being helped by a man does not seem to differ 

in men’s occupational choice. The size of the interaction effect for women is interpreted 

further down. As for model 2B, female-dominated extensity and gender remain significant, 

with similar main and interaction effects.  

                                                 

25 Unsurprisingly, the other social capital variables are multicollinear to Total extensity (VIF= 27) as they 
are constructed on the basis of Total extensity. 
26 Also, a third version of gender-based social capital was tested, namely extensity to gender-integrated 
occupational contacts. The logic of including this variables was to verify that is was insignificantly associated 
with both working in a female- and male-dominated occupation (separate Y:s) to contribute to the verification 
of extensity to female- and/or male-dominated contacts. However, the final version of the regression analysis 
entails a reduced model, with extensity to gender-integrated contacts being excluded, as there is no loss of 
statistical power as can be shown by consistent R2, p-values, and beta coefficients. 
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Introducing controls for human capital and social background, we see in model 1C that Total 

extensity is no longer associated with occupation, while other results are in line with 

expectations. Being a woman is positively associated with working in a female-dominated 

occupation and having studied a girl-dominated program is associated with about a 6 percent 

increase in probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation (.050), as compared to 

having studied in a gender-mixed program. Likewise, having studied a boy-dominated 

program is associated with about a 5 percent decrease in probabilities of working in a female 

dominated occupation (.050). Neither class nor immigration background seem important in 

determining working in a female-dominated occupation (not shown). As for model 2C, 

female-dominated extensity is no longer associated with occupation, while other results are in 

line with expectations. R2 is roughly .130 in Model 1C/2C, indicating that it explains roughly 

13 percent of the variation in working in female-dominated occupation. This suggests that the 

models proposed to determine probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation has 

room for improvement in terms of other potential omitted variables. 

The results of Table 4a suggest that gender itself, as well as educational choices are more 

important in determining female-typical occupations, than social capital extensity. However, 

the pathway between social capital and occupation seems to significantly differ between men 

and women (.000). The sum totals of interaction effects are difficult to interpret, instead the 

average effects across women and men suggests that women experience a larger effect of 

being helped to a female-dominated occupation (figures available on request).27 Women who 

were helped by a woman, experience a 60 percent increase in probabilities of working in a 

female-dominated occupation, while women who were helped by a man, experience an 85 

percent increase in probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation, compared to 

women who were not helped. Men on the other hand, who were helped by a woman 

experience a 7 percent decrease in probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation, 

compared to men who were not helped. 

  

                                                 

27 Y= a + Total extensity*15.83 + Woman*1 + Helped by woman*1 + (Helped by woman*woman)*1 
Y= a + Total extensity*15.83 + Woman*1 + Helped by man*1 + (Helped by man*woman)*1 
Y= a + Total extensity*14.96 + Woman*0 + Helped by woman*1 
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Table 4a: LPM models of Working in a female-dominated occupation in 2013 (Y=1) on 

gender-based social capital in 2009, with controls for human capital and social background. 

  1 2 

  A B C A B C 

Social capital and gender             

Total Extensity .005** .004** .003    
  (.002) (.002) (.027)    
Female-dom. Extensity    .012** .009** .007 

     (.005) (.005) (.005) 

Male-dom. Extensity    -.002 -.002 -.000 

     (.005) (.004) (.005) 

Woman (man=ref) .307*** .249*** .217*** .294*** .239*** .214*** 

  (.061) (.025) (.027) (.062) (.026) (.027) 

Helped by woman (no=ref)  -.115*** -.124**  -.113*** -.123** 

   (.016) (.049)  (.016) (.051) 

Helped by man (no=ref)  .023 .029  .023 .028 

   (.054) (.056)  (.054) 0.057) 

Human capital       
Boy-dom. progr. (mix=ref)   -.054**   -.051^ 

    (.027)   (.028) 

Girl-dom. progr. (mix=ref)   .062**   .062** 

    (.028)   (.028) 

Other controls included      yes 

        
Interactions       

Totextensity*Wom -.002      
  (.004)      
Femextensity*Wom    -.005   
     (.010)   

Malextensity*Wom    -.000   
     (.010)   

Helpedbywoman*Wom  .459*** .451***  .453*** .447*** 

   (.082) (.096)  (.083) (.097) 

Helpedbyman*Wom  .608*** .552***  .606*** .552*** 

   (.059) (.074)  (.059) (.072) 

Constant .0613** .076*** .009 .070** .086*** .020 

  (.030) (.029) (.056) (.030) (.029) (.056) 

              

Observations 1292 1292 1292 1,292 1,292 1,292 

R2 .100 .120 .134 .101 .115 .134 

Robust standard errors in parentheses      
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, ^ p<0.1       
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In table 4b, (below) results are shown for LPM models of working in a male-dominated 

occupation regressed on social capital.28 In model 1A, the association between Total extensity 

and occupation is estimated, with controls for gender and interaction effects. We see that 

Total extensity is non-correlated with male-dominated occupation, while women are roughly 

30 percent less likely to work in a female-dominated occupation, compared to men (.000). As 

for model 2A, we see that one additional contact to a female-dominated profession is 

associated with 3.2 percent decrease in probabilities of working in a male-dominated 

occupation (.000), while one additional contact to a male-dominated profession is associated 

with 2.9 percent increase in probabilities of working in a male-dominated occupation (.000). 

Similar results are found for gender (.000), with a significant interaction between gender and 

female-dominated extensity (.050).  

 

In model 1B a pathway between social capital and occupation is introduced by taking into 

account information about whether one was helped to find the current job by a woman or a 

man (not helped as reference). Also included in this model are interaction effects with gender. 

We see that women are still less likely than men to work in a male-dominated occupation 

(.000). We also see that men who were helped by a woman are 64.7 percent more likely to 

work in a male-dominated occupation (.000) while men who were helped by a man are 32.3 

percent more likely to work in a male-dominated occupation (.000), compared to men who 

were not helped. The size of the interaction effects for women are interpreted further down. 

As for model 2B, female-dominated extensity, male-dominated extensity, and gender remain 

significant, with similar main and interaction effects. 

 

  

                                                 

28 Also, a third version of social capital extensity was tested, namely extensity to gender-integrated 
occupational contacts. The logic of including this variables was to verify that is was insignificantly associated 
with both working in a female- and male-dominated occupation. However, the final version of the regression 
analysis entails a reduced model, with gender-integrated contacts being excluded as there is no loss of 
statistical power as can be shown by consistent R2, p-values, and beta coefficients. 
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Table 4b: LPM models of Working in a male-dominated occupation in 2013 (Y=1) on gender-

based social capital in 2009, with controls for human capital and social background. 29 

  1 2 

 A B C A B C 

Social capital and gender             

Total Extensity -.002 -.001 -.002    
  (.003) (.002) (.002)    
Female-dom. Extensity    -.032*** -.022*** -.014** 

     (.007) (.005) (.006) 

Male-dom. Extensity    .029*** .022*** .016*** 

     (.007) (.005) (.004) 

Woman (man=ref) -.298*** -.244*** -.171*** -.263*** -.201*** -.168*** 

  (.057) (.023) (.024) (.058) (.024) (.055) 

Helped by woman (no 

=ref)  .647*** .676***  .634*** .662*** 

   (.020) (.094)  (.038) (.086) 

Helped by man (no =ref)  .323*** .240***  .321*** .244*** 

   (.072) (.067)  (.072) (.068) 

Human capital       
Girl-dom. progr. 

(Mix=ref)   -.040^   -.034 

    (.023)   (.024) 

Boy-dom. progr. 

(Mix=ref)   .180***   .163*** 

    (.038)   (.038) 

Other controls included   yes   yes 

        
Interactions       
Totextensity*Wom .002      
  (.003)      
Femextensity*Wom    .020**  .003 

     (.009)  (.007) 

Malextensity*Wom    -.014   
     (.009)   
Helpedbywoman*Wom  -.541*** -.598***  -.525*** -.582*** 

   (.076) (.123)  (.083) (.117) 

Helpedbyman*Wom  -.432*** -.510***  -.425*** -.508*** 

   (.073) (.072)  (.084) (.074) 

Constant .405*** .360*** .550*** .373*** .339*** .547*** 

  (.047) (.033) (.062) (.048) (.033) (.068) 

        
Observations 1,292 1292 1292 1,292 1,292 1,292 

R2 .092 .118 .212 .115 .138 .212 
Robust standard errors in parentheses.      
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, ^ p<0.1      

                                                 

29 An extended version of the table shows that having work experience in 2009 is positively associated 
with male-dominated occupation, while having tertiary education and being born abroad to Yugoslavian 
parents is negatively associated. For reasons of cohesion, these are instead shown in Table E in Appendix. 
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Introducing controls for human capital and social background, we see in model 1C that Total 

extensity is non-correlated with occupation, while other results are in line with expectations. 

Being a woman is negatively associated with working in a male-dominated occupation (.000) 

and having studied a boy-dominated program is associated with about an 18 percent increase 

in probabilities of working in a male-dominated occupation (.000), as compared to having 

studied in a gender-mixed program. Neither class nor immigration background seem 

exhaustively important in determining working in a male-dominated occupation. The 

interaction effect between gender and female-dominated extensity is no longer significant. As 

for model 2C, results are in line with expectations with similar results to the previously 

mentioned. R2 is roughly.212 in Model 1C/2C, indicating that it explains roughly 21 percent 

of the variation in working in male-dominated occupation. This suggests that the models 

proposed to determine probabilities of working in a female-dominated occupation has room 

for improvement in terms of other potential omitted variables. 

The results of Table 4b suggest that gender itself and extensity to female- and male-

dominated professions are important factors in determining male-typical occupations, as are 

educational choice. Also, the pathway between social capital and occupation seems to 

significantly differ between men and women (.000). The sum totals of interaction effects are 

difficult to interpret, instead the average effects across women and men suggests that men 

experience a larger effect of being helped to a male-dominated occupation (figures available 

on request).30 Men who were helped by a woman, experience a 120 percent increase in 

probabilities of working in a male-dominated occupation, while men who were helped by a 

man, experience a 76 percent increase in probabilities of working in a male-dominated 

occupation, compared to men who were not helped. Women on the other hand, who were 

helped by a woman experience a 43 percent increase in probabilities of working in a male-

dominated occupation, while women who were helped by a man, experience an 8 percent 

increase in probabilities of working in a male-dominated occupation, compared to women 

who were not helped. 

In summary, the results of the main regression analyses are in line with hypotheses H3 and H4 

in that the larger the extent to male-dominated professions, the higher the probability of 

                                                 

30 Y= a + Total extensity*14.96 + Woman*0 + Helped by woman*1 
Y= a + Total extensity*14.96 + Woman*0 + Helped by man*1 
Y= a + Total extensity*15.83 + Woman*1 + Helped by woman*1 + (Helped by woman*woman)*1 
Y= a + Total extensity*15.83 + Woman*1 + Helped by man*1 + (Helped by man*woman)*1 
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working in a male-dominated occupation, while the smaller the extensity to female-dominated 

professions, the lower the probability of working in a male-dominated occupation. Results are 

also in line with hypotheses H6, H7, and H8 in that being helped by a woman is associated 

with working in a female-dominated occupation, while being helped by a man is associated 

with working in a male-dominated occupation. Having been helped to a female-dominated job 

by a woman has a larger effect for women than for men, while having been helped by a man 

to a male-dominated occupation has a larger effect for men than for women. However, no 

evidence to support neither the association between social capital extensity and probabilities 

of working in a female-dominated occupation (H1, H2.) nor any corresponding gender 

interactions (H5.) was found. The results further show clear evidence that the presented model 

specification is better at predicting male-dominant occupations (R2= .210), than female-

dominated occupations (R2= .130), as is further indicated by significant associations only 

between social capital extensity and male-dominated occupation. Undoubtedly, social capital 

is not the only influence of occupational choice. Educational orientation is also an important 

factor in occupational choice. Especially influential is having been enrolled in a boy-

dominated program, which has a positive influence on choosing a male-dominated occupation 

and a negative influence on choosing a female-dominated occupation. Having been enrolled 

in a girl-dominated program only matters positively in choosing a female-dominated 

occupation. Further, there is little support for the assumption that social class or immigration 

background exhaustively influences occupational choice among Swedish youth.  

 

Robustness tests and diagnostics 

Having established the size and direction of the relationship between the gendered nature of 

social capital and occupation using standard LPM regressions, a natural next step is to test the 

robustness of these results. First, several alternatives to the main Linear Probability models 

were conducted, in terms of more complex models31 as well as various cutting points and 

categorizations of occupation and socio-demographic variables. As was shown in Table 2a, 

male-dominated occupations are mainly found in Working-class occupations, while female-

dominated occupations are less class-focused, yet most are found in Service-class 

                                                 

31 Original tables included a presentation of binary analyses of social capital extensity measures and 
occupation, as well as main effects of gender and being helped to current female-/male-dominated 
occupation. For reasons of simplicity, only the three most informative models were shown, as the results 
varied little between model variations, other models are available on request. 
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occupations. The present analysis previously included social capital extensity to Working- 

and Service-class professions and gender-integrated professions, but results varied marginally 

from the main analysis with expected incoherent associations for class extensity and 

occupation (hence not shown). Also, results for associations in 200932 and 201333 separately 

mainly resemble the results from the main analysis with only little deviation (tables available 

on request). Regarding the outcome variable, one could argue that a dichotomized dependent 

variable inherently fails to account for detailed information when compared to a continuous 

version. However, in the present study the area of interest regarding occupational choice 

mainly concerns whether individuals work in a female-dominated or a male-dominated 

occupation or is enrolled in other main activity. In this case, providing a more complex 

measure of the dependent variable does not improve statistical power as data on occupation is 

inherently nominal and hence unable to analyze on any other level of scale. 

Second, as a simplified research design yields low internal validity if selection and other 

biases are present and left unattended, alternative models employing individual fixed-effects 

were conducted to capture all observed and unobserved within-individual characteristics that 

do not change over the observed period of measuring (2009-2013). Since a large part of the 

data has been observed in both waves (n= 1292), the present study can account for individual 

heterogeneity to potentially estimate social capital effects on occupation net of personality 

and deeply rooted attitudes or ambitions.34 The results obtained from the fixed-effects panel 

analysis (no gender interaction variables) when regressing occupation on social capital the 

                                                 

32 Extensity to female- and male-dominated professions are significantly associated with both working in a 
female- and male-dominated occupation (.000). Both main effects of gender and having been helped by a 
woman, as well as significant interaction effects are found. R2 suggests that the final model explains 53 
percent of the variation in female-dominated occupation and 32.5 percent of the variation in male-
dominated occupation. 
33 When accounting for all controls, Extensity to female- and male-dominated professions are significantly 
associated with working in a female-dominated occupation, yet not with working in a male-dominated 
occupation. This suggests that social capital consisting of friends and family is more important in choosing 
male-dominated occupation, than ties to colleges. Both main effects of gender and the pathway between 
social capital and occupation, as well as significant interaction effects are found. R2 suggests that the final 
model explains 33 percent of the variation in female-dominated occupation and 21 percent of the 
variation in male-dominated occupation. 
34 As FE models are based on within-individual variation, the analysis is only concerned with individuals who 
show differences in the dependent and independent variables between the two waves. To estimate FE models 
accounting for observed and unobserved individual heterogeneity and compare results to OLS models 
accounting for observed heterogeneity but ignoring individual unobserved heterogeneity is a practical analytical 
strategy (Bygren & Gähler 2007). An inherent weakness of FE is that they do not eliminated reversed causality, 
as social capital is not necessarily exogenous to occupation. As shown in Table B (see Appendix), social capital 
increases with time, and likely due to individuals making new job-specific contacts. In such, Random effects 
could be a better suited approach, however, as the underlying individual variation is in focus and the main LPM 
regression has already established the direction of the, the FE version merely serves as a robustness test and 
can therefore be used though apparent caveats. 
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results are similar to the LPM models.35  This serves as an indication that the standard results 

can be considered rather robust and rather unaffected by non-random selection into social 

capital, which enhances the causal understanding of its relationship to the gender segregated 

labor market. 

Further, diagnostics of the main LPM regressions were considered. To verify the impact of 

each indicator of social capital, a regression model containing all indicators is needed. Total 

extensity and gendered extensities had to be run separately due to unsurprising 

multicollinearity between the Position-generator measurements used (VIF statistics> 4.5). No 

sign of other troublesome multicollinearity was found in the present analysis, except among 

interaction variables and their origins. Scatterplots for predicted values of female- and male-

dominated occupations and social capital extensity (available on request) did not detect signs 

of curvilinearity, which is in line with the theoretical argument that the size of the effect 

should not depend on the size of one’s social capital. In this case the linearity assumption 

appears met as the scale width of each social capital extensity indicator are rather narrow (~0-

15). Also, residual scatterplots for Extensity measures (available on request) detected no clear 

systematic distribution pattern, hence it is likely that the presented linear models fit data rather 

appropriately.36 

Before moving on to the present thesis’ final discussion, a technical discussion of the found 

results is presented. In terms of internal validity, the present study does not account for 

reversibility, as it does not answer whether or not individuals would choose a different 

occupation in the absence of their social network. Neither is a claim of consistency or total 

robustness possible, as the effect of gendered social capital on occupational choice has limited 

representation in previous research, and as the functional form used is highly sensitive to 

numerous sources of bias. Although fixed-effects are employed, the present analysis does not 

entirely control admission into social capital. This entails that unaccounted systematic 

channels may serve antecedent to social capital, hence creating a false persuasion of social 

capital’s importance in occupational choice. For example, neither OLS nor FE accounts for 

the ability to have a resourceful social network, as in the social skill necessary to network and 

                                                 

35 The results are not entirely comparable as Table 4a and 4b account for time-variant variables as well as 
gender interactions. However, the FE result suggests clear effects of being helped to current occupation, 
yet that social capital extensity is not a clear determinant of different occupations, and that there seems 
to be different effects when estimating men and women differently. (See Table D, Appendix). 
36 No DF beta test or leverage plots could be used to identify influential observations as robust estimations 
were used in the present analysis. 
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for alters to be systematically willing to be friends with certain types of people (with cultural 

and economic capital). However, the solution to self-selection into social capital, namely 

randomized trials would not be possible in the present study as firstly, ethical stances make a 

reasonable case that performing experiments in areas concerning individuals’ life chances 

should be avoided, and secondly, as it is difficult determining what, and what alone, antecedes 

social capital. Observational studies are too confounded by aspects of society (such as time, 

context etc.) and hence are too complex to achieve the level of isolating power found in 

natural science. Also, the possibility to conduct more complex analyses is impaired by a small 

number of observations. Small numbers are problematic in many senses, for example due to 

the prominent risk of committing a specification error. A small sample yields difficulty in 

gaining significant results and with present multicollinearity between social capital indicators 

as well as interaction variables, possible variation is further impaired. For instance, one 

approach to handle multicollinearity between interaction variables is to instead run separate 

models (in this case, for men and women), but due to the small panel sample this is not 

optimal. Separate models for men and women cannot verify if the social capital effects are 

significant. In the end, interaction variables were employed in the present analysis to test the 

hypothesis if gender differences are associated with occupational choice. As standard errors 

are considered relatively small throughout the proposed models, the model specification used 

is determined a reasonably acceptable indication of efficiency and statistical power. In terms 

of external validity, McDonald et al. (2006) argued that age moderates the relationship 

between network ties and subsequent outcomes. The present analysis has employed a cohort-

specific approach to overcome the potential bias of the discrepancy between the old and 

young, in individuals being more well-established on the labor market with larger pool of 

network ties and consequently a greater source of available information. Also, as the 

descriptive analysis (in Table 2a) showed that the proposed collection of occupations 

operationalized in social capital extensity spans across different prestige levels and 

occupational segregation, the measurement appears reasonably representative of the Swedish 

labor market. Hence, the results are argued to be valid in any gender segregated labor market 

were positions are commonly filled by means of social networks.    
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Discussion 

In line with previous research, the results of the present study suggest that resourceful social 

networks are associated with job attainment (Granovetter 1995) as well as the type of job 

attained (e.g. Behtoui 2007; Lin 1999). The larger the social capital extensity, the more likely 

individuals are to first, attain employment and to second, choose an occupation related to the 

type of social capital extensity measured (Lin & Dumin 1986). However, the results do not 

provide a unanimous support that the importance for resourceful networks matters for all 

occupations, unlike previous research. Rather, in accordance with Andersson, Edling, and 

Rydgren (2018), the results suggest that work accessed by way of social capital is context-

specific. 

More importantly, the present study sheds new light on the gender perspective on social 

capital, which has largely been overlooked by previous research. The overall results suggest 

that the gendered nature of social capital is demonstrated by significant mean differences in 

social capital extensity as well as gender interaction effects in the pathway between social 

capital and occupation. Social capital extensity appears more important in the choice to work 

in a male-dominated occupation than a female-dominated occupation. The larger the extensity 

to male-dominated professions, the higher the probability of working in a male-dominated 

occupation while the larger the extensity to female-dominated professions, the lower the 

probability of working in a male-dominated occupation. The results do not reveal the 

mechanism at work in the relationship between social capital extensity and occupation. Does 

extensity to different resourceful contacts translate into different occupational choices, or does 

it simply imply that individuals rely more or less on their social networks to facilitate 

employment depending on the type of job? Having many contacts to professions is not in 

accordance to actual use of access, as women seemingly choose female-dominated 

occupations regardless of social network extensity. The thesis author proposes further 

discussion regarding whether the relationship between social capital extensity and working in 

a male-dominated occupation adheres to the nature of the job or to a lesser propensity to use 

social networks with expected returns in female-dominated occupations. A potential 

explanation proposed by Lin et al. (1981) and Mouw (2003) is that more men are working in 

male-dominated occupations who then help other men to attain positions within the same job 

category, showing a tendency of friendship selection rather than social capital. The present 

study has provided a strategy to identify network effects on outcomes from friendship 
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selection, yet not regarding social capital extensity measures. The relationship between 

Extensity to male-dominated professions and Working in a male-dominated occupation could 

potentially be the result of the tendency for men to interact with other men. However, Mouw 

(2003) further argued that social capital held through social networks should lead to job 

attainment success, and as the present study identifies the pathway between social capital and 

occupational choice, the results found strengthen the case for interpretation of social capital 

mechanisms at work rather than non-random friendship selection. As both men and women 

were helped by both men and women to attain both female- and male-dominated occupations, 

the relationship seems more complex than only a result of homosocial reproduction. The 

pathway between social capital and any occupation (i.e. being helped by a close alter to one’s 

current job) firstly has its own main effect and is secondly moderated by gender. For men, 

being helped by either a man or a woman to current job leads to higher probabilities of 

choosing a male-dominated occupation as opposed to any other activity. Being helped by a 

woman leads to lower probabilities of choosing a female-dominated occupation. Interestingly, 

the opposite result is found for women. An alternative explanation proposed by the thesis 

author is that most male-typical jobs exist in the private sector were informal channels are 

more often used to fill vacancies, while the opposite tendency is present for women’s jobs in 

the public sector. Also, as men were helped to a male-dominated job to a higher extent and 

women were helped to a female-dominated job to a higher extent this suggests a tendency 

more closely capturing a mechanism inherent to the gender of ego rather than the gender of 

alters. Perhaps, women are still perceived as more able to perform “women’s jobs” while men 

are perceived as more able to perform “men’s jobs”, and therefore channeled to separate 

employment spheres? 

Regarding alternative interpretations of the results found in the present analysis, among other 

things it does not account for active or passive job search, and the results could then capture 

the tendency of family and friends finding men and women suitable for different jobs and 

correspondingly help them attain it. As both a rather weak R2 as well as prominent 

heteroscedasticity were suggested by the results of the present analysis, it is reasonable to 

believe that the main regression analyses contain omitted variable bias. Regarding the 

outcomes of social capital, several factors may moderate and/or mediate the relationship, both 

in supply and demand. Is it the gendered nature of social capital that predicts occupation? Or 

rather, is it the job search strategies used by men and women typical for the occupation in 

question that are inherited in the found association? Could it be that men’s and women’s 
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preferences in occupation are still determined by internalized gender roles? Also, although the 

present analysis employs a particular theory claiming outcomes due to rational mobilization 

of resourceful networks, choices in occupations are largely structured by the number of 

vacancies available. Hence, one cannot argue that individuals can choose occupation freely 

regardless of unemployment rates and employer partialities. In other words, the chance of 

attaining work depends not only on the individuals themselves wanting the job, but also on 

the mere presence of vacant positions and potential discriminatory forces enabling some while 

constraining others from attaining the same job. Andersson (2017) investigated the effect of 

social capital extensity using the position generator on labor market outcomes, pathways, and 

preferences of job search methods among young adults entering the labor market. When 

including controls of local proportion of cohort with income in 2006-08 several of the 

associations between social capital and subsequent outcomes remained significant, indicating 

that youth unemployment should not interfere with the found correlations in the present 

analysis. Further, the analysis found no significant gender differences in preferred job search 

methods such as asking friends and relatives or current employer, which suggests that the 

results found in the present analysis should not be interfered by gender preferences is actual 

job searched method applied. However, there is still room for explanations other than youths’ 

social capital as to what actually causes occupational orientation. Although the present 

analysis incorporates rich data comparing individuals of the same birth cohort and country, 

aggregating the analysis to a contextual group-level is beyond its scope. Overcoming caveats 

associated with causal interpretation of non-manipulable factors as well as employing a more 

advanced strategy to disentangle agency in job search is a task for future research. What 

factor antecedes the other – the individual’s own wish to enter a job (active job search) or a 

contact’s proposal of entering a job (passive job search)? 

In conclusion, the present study has shed light on one of many potential factors contributing 

to the overall (re)production of the gender segregated Swedish labor market. The concept of 

social capital is with evidently a complex subject to disentangle. The most prominent 

shortcomings of the present study is the size of sampled individuals and presumed omitted 

variable bias. Hence, future research is suggested to use a larger dataset to account for 

potential interactions between gender and class-position extensity in order to verify that the 

association between the gendered nature of social capital and occupation is not moderated by 

the occupations position in the social strata. A larger data set could also help overcome the 

shortcomings of inherent heterogeneous reference category in the outcome variable and the 
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prominent existing of multicollinearity between interactions and their origins as well as 

between extensity measures. Nevertheless, the present study has managed to determine the 

direction of the studied association, while accounting for both individual fixed-effects and 

gender interaction effects of social capital, managing to present interesting indications of how 

important social capital is in the context of labor market entry for the Swedish youth. As rich 

social capital has been found to lead to job attainment, the results found in the present analysis 

is argued to be generalizable to any labor market were youths rely on informal job search 

channels in the endeavor to attain employment. As the studied population is Swedish youths, 

the size of the ‘social capital effect’ should be considered a lower limit of the discrepancy 

between men’s and women’s occupational choice. This as accordance to the introductory 

arguments of women’s high labor market participation yet typical choice of “women’s jobs” 

on the Swedish labor market (Nermo 2000). In other words, the gender difference in accessed 

social capital are likely larger on other gender segregated labor markets in countries with 

lower rates of gender equality. After all, the findings indicate that structure and choice interact 

in occupational specialization, that social capital is one of several important contributors to 

occupational segregation, and that gender interactions are important to respect in this research 

interest. The present analysis further provides support for policy makers to solve occupation 

associated problems, for example reducing occupation-typical hazards as well as providing 

incentives for men (and women) to enter female-typical (and male-typical) occupations 

(Burchell et al. 2014). As the aftermath of social capital inequality may increase the 

understanding of how life chances are structured by social background, policies designed to 

promote occupational attainment could extend to beyond employment in an endeavor to 

strengthen social capital in families and communities, consequently equalizing access to 

social capital (Andersson 2017). Job centers and other employment policies could serve as 

potential compensatory channels for people who lack resourceful social networks 

(Granovetter, 1995). 
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Appendix 

Table A: Descriptive analysis dependent variable Occupation, frequencies across genders 

for wave 1. (Percentages per column in parenthesis.) 
     Men Women Total 

Gender-integrated occupation 13 13 26 

Female-dominated occupation 54 143 197 

Male-dominated occupation 92 30 122 

Studies only 284 223 507 

Not working 193 105 298 

n =      692 600 1292 
 

 

Table B: Descriptive analysis of social capital for wave 2, across genders. 

   Men Women T-test 

Social capital extensity Mean Min Max St.d. Mean Min Max St.d.   

Total Extensity 17.85 0 38 6.90 17.22 1 36 6.68 ** 

Female-dom. Extensity 7.69 0 17 3.41 8.49 1 17 3.12 *** 

Male-dom. Extensity 8.19 0 16 3.27 6.74 0 16 3.23 *** 

Gender-int. Extensity 1.97 0 7 1.47 1.99 0 7 1.57   

n = 692 600  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, ^ p<0.1 

Table C: Descriptive analysis of controls for Social background. 

     Men Women Total 

Class background    
   

Father's SES       

 Working class   376 287 663 

 Service class   231 237 468 

 Othera    85 76 161 

 Total    692 600 1292 

Mother's SES       

 Working class   330 259 589 

 Service class   237 239 476 

 Otherb    125 102 227 

 Total    692 600 1292 
        

Immigration background      

 Born in Swe (w. Swedish born parents) 347 320 667 

 Born in Swe (w. atleast one Yug-born parent) 64 53 117 

 Born in Swe (w. atleast one Ira-born parent) 113 91 204 

 Not born in Swe (w. atleast one Yug-born parent) 137 104 241 

 Not born in Swe (w. atleast one Ira-born parent) 31 32 63 

 Total 
   

692 600 1292 
a "Other" contains self-employed, farmers, and uncodables. 
b "Other" contains self-employed, farmers, and uncodables.  
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Table D: Fixed-effects controls for Social capital and female-/male-dominated occupation, 

using time-variant variables from main regressions. 

 Female-dominated occupation Male-dominated occupation 

 Total Women Men Total Women Men 

Female-dom. Extensity .016*** .026** .008 .014** .005 .021** 

 (.006) (.011) (.006) (.006) (.007) (.009) 

Male-dom. Extensity -.006 -.013 -.001 .008 .006 .008 

 (.006) (.012) (.006) (.006) (.006) (.009) 

Gender-int. Extensity -.015 -.016 -.014 -.002 -.009 .003 

 (.012) (.021) (.014) (.012) (.014) (.018) 

Helped by man 

(no=ref) 

.216*** 

(.064) 

.040 

(.056) 

.222*** 

(.066) 

.232** 

(.093) 

.025 

(.034) 

.242** 

(.101) 

       

Helped by woman 

(no=ref) 

.411*** 

(.098) 

.442*** 

(.105) 

.011 

(.014) 

.068^ 

(.077) 

.051 

(.077) 

.319^ 

(.300) 

       

Tertiary edu. (no=ref) -.028^ -.043^ -.015 .008 .003 .009 

 (.015) (.026) (.016) (.013) (.015) (.021) 

Constant .218*** .347*** .103** .007 .021 .032 

 (.046) (.100) (.044) (.047) (.052) (.069) 

Observations 2,214 1,017 1,197 2,248 1,033 1,215 

R2 .043 .055 .032 .029 .007 .043 

n = 1,292 600 692 1,292 600 692 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, ^ p<0.1 

 

Table E: Extended version of LPM models of Working in a male-dominated occupation 

(Y=1) on gender-based social capital in 2009. 

 1 2 

 A B C A B C 

Human capital       
Employed 2009 (no=ref)   .046**   .050** 

   (.023)   (.023) 

Has tertiary edu (no=ref)   .103***   .099*** 

   (.014)   (.014) 

Social background       
Born abr. & Yug. parent 

(Swe=ref)   -.066**   -.076** 

   (.030)   (.030) 

Other controls included   yes   yes 
       

Observations 1,292 1292 1292 1,292 1,292 1,292 

R2 .092 .118 .212 .115 .138 .212 
Robust standard errors in parentheses.      
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, ^ p<0.1      

 


